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Abstract
In this position paper we describe our efforts toward the use of large-scale personal health tracking in developing a
better understanding of the built environment and its impact on the health behavior of those dwelling in the space. As
part of a larger mobile sensing study, we collected a wide array of health-related data from university students using
phone sensors and Ecological Momentary Assessment. Utilizing this dataset, we are developing a process in which
we map elements in the built environment to corresponding health behaviors that they afford. This mapping can lead
to the creation of a building or site-level generalized health score, providing health applications with a wealth of
additional context to inform future personal informatics systems. This is the first step in our larger pursuit of the
design of situated informatics systems that utilize personally generated, multi-modal data along with situated
information about the built environment. Together, these data can be leveraged to identify health affordances of the
environment, encourage healthy behavior, and promote wellbeing.
Introduction
Thanks to the rapid adoption of smartphones and wearable devices, researchers interested in tracking an individual’s
health behavior are able to quickly, and fairly painlessly, get access to a wealth of high-quality sensor data. Many
projects in the ubiquitous computing and HCI domains have used these sensor streams to inform tools that address
people’s health-related needs. Some have sought to improve health outcomes through reflecting personal health data
to the user in consumer-friendly interfaces 1, 2. While others, like the StudentLife study at Dartmouth College, attempt
to utilize a mass collection of individual sensor data to understand health patterns at a community level 3. Few systems
that leverage these personal sensing modalities, however, have stepped outside the level of the individual when
evaluating health to consider the environmental context that affects behavior. Turning our attention away from
individual health exclusively and, instead, focusing on understanding health at an environmental level provides
invaluable information regarding the health behaviors encouraged or hindered by the specific environments that
individuals occupy.
The benefit to mapping the attributes of the environment to health affordances has not escaped the notice of urban
design and public health institutional bodies. In 2002, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention held a workshop
that pulled together an interdisciplinary team of experts, ranging from public policy to social marketing, to discuss the
built environment’s impact on public health. This workshop resulted in 37 questions that are intended to direct future
research in the field4. From this list of research questions, Dannenberg et al. highlight selected topics which they
propose as structuring elements for future research as well as hurdles that the field must overcome including identifying
exposure elements and defining guidelines.
However, research in health informatics has yet to fully leverage knowledge of the health effects of the built
environment. This gap motivates the need for a new class of systems that sense and interact with features of the built
environment to promote healthy behavior and raise awareness of the environmental determinants of health. We are
responding to this need by developing an application that uses large-scale mobile sensing data to identify key
environmental determinants of health and to generate a building-level score for the health impacts on the individual.
Our application represents an instance of a new class of systems: situated informatics technologies that allow
computing systems to leverage information about the built environment and the relationships between these
environments and the individuals dwelling in them. Situated informatics systems promote a new understanding of our
personal data by directly identifying and drawing on environmental and sociotechnical phenomena that shape it. To
begin exploration of this new domain, we investigate how large-scale personal health tracking can be used to uncover
relationships between the built environment and personal health through the formation of a building health score.
Background
In 2016, we launched a research initiative at Georgia Tech, Campus Life, creating a database of continuous behavioral
health and mental wellness data gathered from undergraduate and graduate students throughout their daily lives5. The

Campus Life project collects two categories of data, passive sensor data and active self-reported data. The passive
data streams are automatically collected at predetermined polling rates from the phone throughout the duration of the
study and include accelerometry, GPS, ambient noise levels, application history, message metadata, call metadata,
screen state, and fused activity data. Active self-report data is provided through Ecological Momentary Assessments
(EMA) at semi-random intervals throughout the day and address mood, stress, and activity.
An initial deployment of the study was conducted in April of last year, with a larger deployment planned for the fall
of 2017. This deployment resulted in the collection of 358 million health-related data points from 47 Georgia Tech
undergraduate and graduate students. We plan on using this dataset to explore methods of describing the public health
impacts of the built environment.
Goals of our Current Work
Identifying Exposure Elements. As described by Dannenberg et al., identifying exposure elements entails discovering
and understanding the “best measures of the physical environment” that impact health. By utilizing daily tracked
health markers of individuals in the Campus Life study, we aim to build a model that is able to map a relationship
between environmental elements and the health behavior afforded by them.
Defining Guidelines. Guidelines can scaffold our understanding of the factors that play a role in determining the
generalized health impact of an environment. Similar to urban design researchers’ goal to create walkability scores by
looking at factors such as residential density and retail to residential ratio 6, our objective is to discover the primary
environmental factors that have the strongest impact on user’s health behavior. Our analysis of the Campus Life data
and the construction of the model to link exposure elements to behavioral health implications will be integral in
outlining some of the factors most relevant to consider in examining the built environment’s impact on an individual’s
behavioral health and mental wellness. Using the model, we will be able to identify the environmental artifacts that
appear to have the largest impact on user’s health behavior. We will use these artifacts as suggestions for potential
guidelines in a general behavioral health score.
Behavioral Health Score. The creation of a behavioral health score will provide invaluable information to designers
and users. Equally as important as creating the scoring process, is developing an understanding of how we frame this
information to best support users in achieving their health goals.

Figure 1. Two visualizations of active sensor data from CampusLife research participants, indicating where
participants ate during the study period (left) and where they reported sleeping (right).
Proposed Approach
Identifying Exposure Elements
We will first identify all the locations on campus that enough participants have visited to provide a sufficient volume
of data collected at each coordinate. We will then conduct an audit of the locations with both urban design and public
health experts, taking them through an archetypal path traveled by a participant and labeling features that these experts
note as artifacts that would impact health behavior. Expert observations will be marked at their geographical location
and tagged according to a description of the artifact. A subset of duplicate artifacts will be removed from the dataset

and reserved for testing. Tags will then be used with geographically situated participant behavioral data and supervised
machine learning will be applied to construct a mapping between fluctuations in health behavior, as observed in the
user data, and environmental artifacts. To evaluate our success in identifying health effects of exposure elements, we
will test fit with the reserved environmental artifacts.
Defining Guidelines
With the model created from identifying exposure elements, we will select three artifacts that showed the strongest
predictive ability. Using these three artifacts, we will create a scoring algorithm that produces a single value indicating
the environment’s health. The algorithm will take as input a set of artifacts and output a score. From the tagged dataset
we will locate five Georgia Tech buildings that contain at least one artifact within a radius of the building’s GPS
coordinates. Feeding these buildings through the health score algorithm will produce a set of five scores. Finally, we
will rank these buildings according to the returned health score.
To get a sense of how well the score captured the health affordances, we will compare the computational rankings to
the rankings completed by the health experts. A panel of health experts (e.g. Georgia Tech clinicians) will review a
visualization displaying the aggregate health data that was collected at each building. We will then conduct a thinkaloud and have the clinicians rank the visualizations based on their perceptions of which datasets are healthiest. The
observations from the think-aloud will be used to help explain errors in the algorithm and to evaluate how an automated
approach may differ in its descriptive interpretation of the data.
Behavioral Health Score
A behavioral health score for buildings is of little use unless it can be situated in larger health systems to inform more
intelligent applications and inform human decision-making and behavior. While we believe there are many use cases
for a behavioral health score, including systems for administrators and architects, we want to focus on how
environmental health information can be reflected back to users. As data about the environment is rarely presented in
health tracking applications, there are many things that we must consider as designers to ensure that the information
is adequately displayed.
The first question that must be addressed is how we allow users to interact with the environment data. One possibility
is to simply present the score of each building to the users in an information card. An attractive aspect of such a design
is that it provides users with the most explicit display of how the environment plays a role in their health. A potential
downfall of this design, however, is the possibility that users may misinterpret the intention of the health score. For
example, a user who sees that a specific building strongly discourages physical activity, may try to avoid the building.
A building that discourages physical activity is not inherently bad; the building simply is not an optimal location for
participating in activities in pursuit of reaching an individual’s physical activity goal.
Another option is to allow the user to explore the environment data through controlled queries. For example, if a user
is looking for a location to calm down, she may query the application for buildings that strongly afford calm behavior.
A querying system allows users to easily understand the relevant environmental context for a specific health behavior,
but may hinder the ability to see broader relationships between personal health and the environment.
How we display the environmental health data is another aspect that we must consider when designing a user-centered
system. There is an inherently geographical basis to visualizing the built environment’s health affordances. Health
data is often shown through a temporal frame, however. Finding a way to combine these disparate data streams will
be a difficult but necessary hurdle for incorporating the built environment into user health applications. With these
design considerations in mind, we will conduct a participatory design study with Campus Life participants to create
an effective interface that integrates traditional health data with environmental health behavior data.
Impact and Future Work
The creation of a building health score provides a powerful new tool for personal informatics researchers to understand
and frame personal health information. More importantly, we introduce an entirely new design space where
researchers can explore ways of sensing, reflecting, and acting on health in the context of the built environment. For
example, future systems may seek to: contextualize activities through features of the environment, foster goal setting
by highlighting environmental determinants of health, and encourage certain behaviors by manipulating the
environment. We hope to connect with researchers in behavioral health, design, human–computer interaction, public
health, and ubiquitous computing who are exploring this emergent field at WISH.
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